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Inclusion of lactate level measured upon emergency 
room arrival in trauma outcome prediction models 
improves mortality prediction: a retrospective,  
single-center study

Background: This study aimed to develop a model for predicting trauma outcomes by adding 
arterial lactate levels measured upon emergency room (ER) arrival to existing trauma injury 
severity scoring systems.
Methods: We examined blunt trauma cases that were admitted to our hospital during 2010–
2014. Eligibility criteria were cases with an Injury Severity Score of ≥9, complete Trauma and 
Injury Severity Score (TRISS) variable data, and lactate levels that were assessed upon ER ar-
rival. Survivor and non-survivor groups were compared and lactate-based prediction models 
were generated using logistic regression. We compared the predictive performances of tradi-
tional prediction models (Revised Trauma Score [RTS] and TRISS) and lactate-based models 
using the area under the curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristic curves.
Results: We included 829 patients, and the in-hospital mortality rate among these patients 
was 21.6%. The model that used lactate levels and age provided a significantly better AUC 
value than the RTS model. The model with lactate added to the TRISS variables provided the 
highest Youden J statistic, with 86.0% sensitivity and 70.8% specificity at a cutoff value of 
0.15, as well as the highest predictive value, with a significantly higher AUC than the TRISS.
Conclusions: These findings indicate that lactate testing upon ER arrival may help supple-
ment or replace traditional physiological parameters to predict mortality outcomes among 
Korean trauma patients. Adding lactate levels also appears to improve the predictive abilities 
of existing trauma outcome prediction models.
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INTRODUCTION

It is often difficult to determine the severity of multiple blunt trauma based on a patient’s ap-

pearance, and under-triage of trauma during the initial resuscitation process can lead to death. 

Thus, models have been developed to identify the severity of injuries [1-10], including trauma 

outcome prediction models that use statistical methods (i.e., logistic regression), to quantify 

diverse and complex traumas and estimate the likelihood of mortality. These models facili-

tate better communication among medical staff and improve treatment prioritization. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.4266/acc.2019.00780&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2020-05-31
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 The Revised Trauma Score (RTS) combines clinical and ob-

servational physiologic data into a single score. The RTS in-

corporates the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), systolic blood 

pressure (SBP), and respiratory rate (RR). The RTS is strongly 

correlated with mortality and remains important in injury 

scoring through its contribution to the Trauma and Injury Se-

verity Score (TRISS) model. The TRISS is a weighted combina-

tion of patient age, Injury Severity Score (ISS), and RTS vari-

ables that predicts a patient’s probability of survival (Ps). Us-

ing the TRISS methodology, the Ps of any one patient can be 

estimated using the following formula:

 Ps = 1/(1+e–b)

 where b = b0+b1(RTS)+b2(ISS)+b3(age).

 Here, b0–3 are coefficients derived from Walker-Duncan re-

gression analysis applied to data from thousands of patients 

analyzed in the Major Trauma Outcome Study [10]. 

 The TRISS considers the trauma’s anatomical location, as 

well as the patient’s age and physiological parameters, which 

makes it a useful system for predicting trauma outcomes [10-

12]. However, the TRISS requires both accurate Abbreviated 

Injury Scale (AIS) coding and reliable information regarding 

initial SBP, RR, and GCS to calculate the RTS. Furthermore, 

previous studies have revealed that data are missing for ap-

proximately 20% of the variables, which highlights the diffi-

culty in obtaining reliable information regarding these values 

[11,13,14]. This problem is magnified in Korea, where the trau-

ma management system is relatively new, and patients are of-

ten transferred to a hospital without appropriate triage during 

initial resuscitation. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to ob-

tain accurate physiological values, and AIS coding is only avail-

able at certain hospitals with trained staff. Moreover, the lack 

KEY MESSAGES 

■  Our findings suggest that lactate testing at emergency 
room arrival may help supplement or replace tradition-
al physiological parameters for prognostication in Kore-
an trauma cases. 

of post-mortem examination, which is related to cultural pref-

erences, also interferes with accurate AIS coding. Thus, it has 

been difficult to use established tools to predict outcomes in 

Korean trauma cases. 

 Recent studies have indicated that lactate can be a useful 

marker for predicting trauma outcomes. We hypothesized that 

lactate levels, which reflect organ perfusion, could help deter-

mine the degree of anatomical trauma and/or the patient’s 

physiological parameters using a single examination. There-

fore, our goal was to develop a model for predicting trauma 

outcomes by assessing the relationship between arterial lac-

tate level upon emergency room (ER) arrival and outcomes in 

cases of multiple blunt trauma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Ethics
This study’s retrospective protocol was approved by the Insti-

tutional Review Board of Ajou University Hospital (IRB No. 

AJIRB-MED-MDB-17-359). Informed consent was waived by 

the board because of the observational nature of the study.

Setting and Patient Data
We examined data from trauma cases that were treated at our 

Figure 1. Study population. ER: emergency room; ISS: Injury Severity Score; TRISS: Trauma and Injury Severity Score.

9,142 Overall population registered to our trauma 
database during 2010–2014

8,120 Blunt trauma population

943 Lactate population in blunt trauma

829 Study population

       Excluded
115 Death on arrival
554 Penetrating injury
  29 Burn injury
324 Miscellaneous injury

       Included
Lactate measured at ER arrival

       Included
ISS ≥9 (65 ISS <9)
Sufficient for calculation of TRISS (49 not sufficient)
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center between 2010 and 2014. Among the in-patient trauma 

cases, we targeted cases where the mechanism of injury was 

blunt force. We excluded patients who were dead on arrival or 

missing lactate data at the time of ER arrival. As the main out-

come of interest was in-hospital mortality, this study was de-

signed to compare our new lactate-based scoring system and 

a representative trauma mortality prediction model, the TRISS. 

Therefore, only cases with an ISS of ≥ 9 and complete TRISS 

variable data were considered eligible for inclusion (Figure 1).

Variables for the Prediction Models
Lactate levels were assessed using arterial blood upon ER ar-

rival, and the interval between ER arrival and blood sampling 

was calculated. Patients were divided into four groups based 

on their lactate levels: ≤2.5, 2.6–5.0, 5.1–7.5, and ≥7.6 mmol/L. 

According to the TRISS method, we also dichotomized pa-

tients based on an age of 55 years. RTS was calculated based 

on SBP, RR, and the GCS at ER arrival, which were categorized 

based on the RTS variables’ breakpoints. AIS coding was per-

formed by a well-trained trauma nurse, and we carefully eval-

uated and confirmed the results.

Statistical Analysis
Survivor and non-survivor groups were compared using the 

Table 1. Comparison of TRISS predictor variables and initial lactate values for the study population

Variable All patients (N=829) Survivor (n=650) Non-survivor (n=179) P-value

Age (yr) 47 (31–58) 45 (30–56) 52 (36–65) <0.001

   0–55 565 (68.2) 465 (71.5) 100 (55.9) <0.001

   >55 264 (31.8) 185 (28.5)  79 (44.1)

ISS 25 (16–29) 22 (16–27) 29 (25–34.75) <0.001

SBP at arrival (mm Hg) 120 (110–139) 120 (101–139) 110 (80–140)  0.010

   0  7 (0.8) 1 (0.2)  6 (3.4) <0.001

   1–49  3 (0.4) 0  3 (1.7)

   50–75 58 (7.0) 31 (4.8)  27 (15.1)

   76–89 67 (8.1) 49 (7.5)  18 (10.1)

   >89 694 (83.7) 569 (87.5) 125 (69.8)

RR at arrival (/min) 18 (16–23) 18 (15–22) 23 (16–25) 0.013

   0 7 (0.8) 1 (0.2) 6 (3.4) <0.001

   1–5 0 0 0

   6–9  2 (0.2)  1 (0.2) 1 (0.6)

   >29 66 (8.0) 48 (7.4) 18 (10.1)

   10–29 754 (91.0) 600 (92.3) 154 (86.0)

GCS at arrival  15 (7.75–15)  15 (11–15)  6 (3–12) <0.001

   3 67 (8.1) 21 (3.2) 46 (25.7) <0.001

   4–5 62 (7.5) 30 (4.6) 32 (17.9)

   6–8 101 (12.2)  67 (10.3) 34 (19.0)

   9–12 106 (12.8)  83 (12.8) 23 (12.8)

   13–15 493 (59.5) 449 (69.1) 44 (24.6)

RTS at arrival 7.84 (5.97-7.84)  7.84 (6.82-7.84)   5.97 (4.23-7.7) <0.001

Initial lactate at ER (mmol/L) 2.8 (1.5–4.6) 2.4 (1.3–3.8) 5.5 (3.3–7.8) <0.001

   ≤2.5 383 (46.2) 355 (54.6) 28 (15.6) <0.001

   2.6–5.0 264 (31.8) 211 (32.5) 53 (29.6)

   5.1–7.5 120 (14.5) 70 (10.8) 50 (27.9)

   ≥7.6 62 (7.5) 14 (2.2) 48 (26.8)

Values are presented as median (interquartile range) or number (%).
TRISS: Trauma and Injury Severity Score; ISS: Injury Severity Score; SBP: systolic blood pressure; RR: respiratory rate; GCS: Glasgow Coma Scale; RTS: 
Revised Trauma Score; ER: emergency room.
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Mann-Whitney U-test (non-normally distributed continuous 

variables), the chi-square test (categorical variables), or the 

chi-square test for trend (categorical variables with three or 

more groups). Lactate-based prediction models were gener-

ated using logistic regression analysis, with mortality as the 

dependent variable and lactate level, RTS, ISS, and age as the 

independent variables. Subsequently, we designed several 

new prediction models: the LA model, based on lactate-only, 

the LAG model based on lactate level and age, the LAGISS 

model that used lactate instead of the RTS (i.e., lactate and 

ISS), the LAGRTS model that used lactate and the RTS, and 

the LATRISS model that used lactate in addition to the tradi-

tional TRISS variables. The predictive value of each model was 

evaluated by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) of 

the receiver operating characteristic curve and the Hosmer-

Lemeshow test. Sensitivity, specificity, the Youden J value, and 

optimal cutoff value for outcome prediction were also obtained 

for each model. Predictive performan ces of the traditional 

prediction models (RTS and TRISS) and the lactate-based 

models were also compared. All analyses were performed us-

ing MedCalc software ver. 17.9.2 (MedCalc Software, Mar-

iakerke, Belgium), and differences were considered statisti-

cally significant at P-values of < 0.05. 

RESULTS

The present study included 829 patients (630 men) with a me-

dian age of 47 years. Approximately 55% of the patients (456 

patients) were transferred to our center from a different hos-

pital, and the in-hospital mortality rate was 21.6% (179/829). 

Significant differences in age, ISS, SBP, RR, GCS, RTS, and ini-

tial lactate levels were observed when we compared patients 

who survived with those who died. These differences remained 

significant after coding according to the RTS variable break-

points (Table 1). Lactate levels were assessed at a median in-

terval of 12 minutes (interquartile range, 8–21 minutes) after 

ER arrival. Surviving patients had a median lactate level of 2.4 

mmol/L while patients who died had a median lactate level of 

5.5 mmol/L (P < 0.001). Higher lactate levels were positively 

correlated with mortality (P < 0.001) (Figure 2). 

 All age-based logistic regression models had AUC values of 

≥ 0.8, and the Hosmer-Lemeshow test results revealed that all 

models had P-values of ≥ 0.05 (Table 2). The AUC of the tradi-

tional RTS was 0.735, while that of the LA model was slightly 

higher, albeit not significantly so (0.776, P = 0.151). The LAG 

model based on lactate levels and age had a significantly bet-

ter AUC value than the traditional RTS (0.803, P = 0.015) (Table 

Figure 2. Trauma outcomes in relation to initial lactate levels. Pa-
tients that died and those that survived had significantly different 
lactate levels (P<0.001).
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Table 2. Prediction model performance for mortality

Prediction model and variable  
   used in the models

Discrimination AUC  
(95% CIa)

Calibration H-L 
P-value

Sensitivity  
(%)

Specificity  
(%)

Youden  
Index J

Cutoff  
value

RTS (SBP, RR, GCS) 0.735 (0.704–0.765) 1.000 63.1 76.9 0.401 0.216

LA (lactate) 0.776 (0.746–0.804) 1.000 54.8 87.1 0.418 0.199

LAG (lactate, age) 0.803 (0.774–0.829) 1.000 67.6 80.0 0.476 0.149

TRISS (age, ISS, RTS) 0.801 (0.772–0.828) 0.397 77.1 70.5 0.476 0.192

LAGISS (age, ISS, lactate) 0.836 (0.809–0.861) 0.251 78.8 74.2 0.529 0.183

LAGRTS (age, RTS, lactate) 0.849 (0.823–0.873) 0.183 83.2 71.9 0.551 0.170

LATRISS (age, ISS, RTS, lactate) 0.859 (0.833–0.882) 0.603 86.0 70.8 0.568 0.150

AUC: area under the receiver operator characteristic curve; CI: confidence interval; H-L: Hosmer and Lemeshow test; RTS: Revised Trauma Score; SBP: 
systolic blood pressure; RR: respiratory rate; GCS: Glasgow Coma Scale; LA: lactate; LAG: lactate plus age; TRISS: Trauma and Injury Severity Score; ISS: 
Injury Severity Score; LAGISS: LAG plus ISS; LAGRTS: LAG plus RTS; LATRISS: LA plus TRISS.
aBinomial exact.
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3, Figure 3A). However, this value was not significantly better 

than the value for the traditional TRISS (0.801, P = 0.952) (Ta-

ble 3, Figure 3B). 

 Regression analysis indicated that the model that incorpo-

rated age, ISS, and lactate level (LAGISS model) had a better 

predictive value than the TRISS model (0.836 vs. 0.801, P=0.059). 

In contrast, the LAGRTS model provided a significantly im-

proved predictive value compared to the TRISS model (0.849 

vs. 0.801, P = 0.003). The LATRISS model provided the highest 

Youden J value (0.568), with 86.0% sensitivity and 70.8% spec-

ificity at the cutoff point of 0.15 (Table 2). The LATRISS model 

also provided the highest predictive value, and this value was 

remarkably higher than that of the traditional TRISS method 

(difference, 0.057; P < 0.001) (Table 3, Figure 3B).

DISCUSSION

Since trauma management systems were established in the 

United States in the 1970s, several different systems have been 

suggested for scoring injury severity. However, only a few are 

widely used, such as the TRISS, which includes the ISS as an 

anatomical component, the RTS as a physiological compo-

nent, and age as a comorbidity component. TRISS is useful for 

both blunt and penetrating trauma and can be used to predict 

the Ps in trauma cases [10,15]. However, its calculation requires 

accurate information regarding several variables (age, SBP, RR, 

GCS, and ISS), and missing or inaccurate data can lead to in-

correct scores. Previous large-scale studies of the TRISS have 

revealed high proportions of missing data (11.3%–23.3%) [11, 

13,14]. In Korea, the immature trauma system is an additional 

problem, as there is no training or legal requirements for para-

medics to assess initial physiological parameters, such as the 

GCS or SBP of injured patients, and most hospitals do not even 

perform ISS measurements. Thus, the accuracy of pre-hospi-

tal vital signs or GCS values is limited and/or these measure-

ments are frequently omitted [16-18]. In addition, because 

pre-hospital triage for injured patients has not been well-es-

tablished in Korea, > 50% of patients who should have been 

Figure 3. (A) Comparison of the areas under the receiver operator characteristic curves for mortality between the Revised Trauma Score 
(RTS) and other models using lactate (LA). (B) Comparison of the areas under the receiver operator characteristic curves for mortality be-
tween the Trauma and Injury Severity Score (TRISS) and other models using TRISS predictor variables plus lactate. LAG: lactate plus age; 
ISS: Injury Severity Score; LAGISS: LAG plus ISS; LAGRTS: LAG plus RTS; LATRISS: LA plus TRISS. 
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Table 3. Pairwise comparisons of ROC curves for the prediction 
models.

Model
Difference 

between the 
areas

95% CI P-value

RTS vs. LA 0.041 –0.015 to 0.069 0.151

RTS vs. LAG 0.067  0.013 to 0.121 0.015a

TRISS vs. LAG 0.001 –0.044 to 0.047 0.952

TRISS vs. LAGISS 0.035 –0.001 to 0.071 0.059

TRISS vs. LAGRTS 0.048  0.016 to 0.080 0.003a

TRISS vs. LATRISS 0.057  0.030 to 0.085 <0.001a

LAGISS vs. LAGRTS 0.013 –0.005 to 0.031 0.152

LAGISS vs. LATRISS 0.022  0.008 to 0.037 0.002a

LAGRTS vs. LATRISS 0.009  0.001 to 0.018 0.027a

ROC: receiver operating characteristic; CI: confidence interval; RTS: Re-
vised Trauma Score; LA: lactate; LAG: lactate plus age; TRISS: Trauma 
and Injury Severity Score; ISS: Injury Severity Score; LAGISS: LAG plus 
ISS; LAGRTS: LAG plus RTS; LATRISS: LA plus TRISS.
aStatistically significant.
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admitted directly to a trauma center were actually transferred 

to our facility from another hospital [16,17]. These issues make 

it extremely difficult to obtain accurate initial physiological 

data. In addition, ISS coding is only performed in 17 Korean 

trauma centers that were established after 2012, as time and 

resources are needed to train individuals to perform accurate 

coding [18]. Furthermore, the frequency of post-mortem ex-

aminations is much lower for Korean trauma cases than those 

in other countries [19,20], which further complicates AIS coding 

for patients who have died before or at their ER arrival. There-

fore, TRISS measurements are difficult and have limited reli-

ability in Korea, which is why we examined the utility of lac-

tate levels for predicting trauma outcomes. 

 At our center, lactate level is assessed using arterial blood, 

and severe trauma cases (expected ISS score of ≥ 9) undergo 

lactate testing upon ER arrival. The main drawbacks of this 

examination are its economic cost, invasive nature, and the 

time required for testing. However, it is a single test that can 

accurately reflect the patient’s overall condition, regardless of 

the trauma’s anatomical site or the assessment timepoint. In 

Korea, with its immature trauma system, even severe trauma 

patients are often transferred to another hospital without re-

ceiving appropriate definitive care at the first hospital. Thus, 

before being transferred, patients may receive massive intra-

venous fluid infusion, blood transfusion, or hemodynamic 

drugs, which can lead to discrepancies between their original 

vital signs and the vital signs that are measured at the trauma 

center or terminal hospital. These discrepancies can introduce 

error into the assigned TRISS value, which limits its predictive 

value. In contrast, almost all patients with severe trauma un-

dergo blood sampling and lactate testing, which may be use-

ful as a supplement or replacement for TRISS in predicting 

trauma outcomes. This possibility is supported by previous 

studies that have reported that lactate levels are associated 

with survival outcomes in trauma cases [21-26].

 The present study examined data from a 5-year period at 

our center, and analyses of this data revealed a strong correla-

tion between the initial lactate levels of patients with severe 

blunt trauma (ISS of ≥ 9) and in-hospital mortality. Lactate 

testing was performed at a median interval of 12 minutes after 

ER arrival, and arterial blood was used for all cases. Patients 

who died had average lactate levels that were 3.1 mmol/L high-

er than those of patients who survived, and this difference was 

statistically significant. Thus, we coded patients into four groups 

according to lactate levels based on previous studies [25-28] 

and observed a positive correlation between initial lactate lev-

els and mortality rate. Moreover, we performed logistic regres-

sion to create lactate-based prediction models for trauma mor-

tality. Logistic regression revealed that the lactate-based mod-

el provided a higher AUC value than the RTS-based model, 

although this difference was not significant. However, the mod-

el that used lactate levels and dichotomized age (55 years, the 

same age used for the TRISS calculation), provided a signifi-

cantly higher AUC value than the RTS-based model. There-

fore, initial lactate levels may be equally useful, or possibly su-

perior, to traditional physiological parameters (e.g., SBP, RR, 

or GCS).

 Previous reports have claimed that the standard for SBP should 

be adjusted to 110 mm Hg, rather than the 90 mm Hg that is 

used in the RTS [29,30]. Similarly, the present study revealed 

that the median SBP was 110 mm Hg in the non-survivor group, 

which may have contributed to the limited predictive value of 

the RTS. In addition, more precise measurement of the RR is 

needed, and its range should be modified, although our limit-

ed sample size prevented us from performing these additional 

analyses. Furthermore, we believe that classification of tradi-

tional vital signs (such as SBP) should eventually be reconsid-

ered. Therefore, despite the invasive nature of lactate testing 

(relative to assessing blood pressure, pulse rate, or GCS), its 

utility in predicting trauma outcomes when incorporated in 

trauma scoring models potentially justifies its use.

 Predictive values were similar when we compared the tra-

ditional TRISS model and a model that used lactate levels plus 

age. Thus, appropriate combination of lactate levels and tradi-

tional variables in a model will likely lead to better prediction 

of outcomes than the traditional TRISS model. We originally 

hypothesized that replacing the RTS with lactate levels in the 

TRISS model would improve the predictive value of the mod-

el; however, our analyses revealed that the improvement was 

only marginally significant (P = 0.059). Nevertheless, combin-

ing the RTS and lactate levels without the ISS (an anatomical 

parameter) had superior predictive value to that of the TRISS 

model (P = 0.003). Moreover, logistic regression using all of the 

variables (age, lactate, the ISS, and the RTS) provided the high-

est AUC value (0.859), which indicates that combining lactate 

levels with TRISS variables may be useful for developing a mod-

el with superior ability to predict trauma outcomes. 

 The present study had several limitations. First, patients 

were included only if they had experienced blunt trauma, un-

dergone lactate testing at ER arrival, had complete physiologi-

cal data, and had an ISS of ≥ 9. Thus, our results are subject to 

selection bias, although this approach was necessary to com-

pare the results to the traditional scoring system, as lactate 

levels are only tested at our center for patients with an ISS of 
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≥ 9. Second, we did not consider whether patients had been 

transferred from another center, and all data regarding vital 

signs and GCS were obtained upon the patients’ arrival at our 

ER. Thus, patients with no accurate GCS or RR (e.g., due to se-

dation or intubation before arrival) were excluded from the 

study. Third, we did not categorize cases based on the time of 

lactate testing or the reason for any delayed testing. Although 

most patients underwent testing relatively quickly (median 

interval of 12 minutes), approximately 5% of the patients un-

derwent testing at ≥ 1 hour after their arrival. Lastly, the pres-

ent study is a single-center retrospective study in a country 

without a well-established trauma management system, and 

the findings may not be generalizable to other regions.

 Our findings indicate that lactate testing upon ER arrival 

may help supplement traditional physiological parameters to 

predict trauma mortality in Korea. Furthermore, adding lac-

tate levels improves the predictive ability of established trau-

ma outcome prediction models, such as the RTS and TRISS. 

Nevertheless, these findings require validation using addition-

al data from a large-scale, multi-center study. 
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